NATIONALISM   BEFORE   1914
and 286 in the period 1904 to igi^1 In Egypt and in the
United States, the Arabic press, - with a wide circulation even
in the Ottoman Empire,3 was a powerful agent, by its constant
and bitter denunciation of the Turks, in arousing Nationalist
sentiment among Arab peoples.'
In 'Iraq, no less than in Syria and Arabia, the "Ottoman-
izing' policy of the Young Turks stimulated the Nationalist
Movement. It continued, however, to lag behind the Move-
ment across the desert, even as it had been slower to develop.
Gut off by its geographical position and by its lack of communi-
cation from the West, clraq lay torpid, a potentially rich Turkish
Siberia but lacking educational facilities and the stimulus of
new ideas and of political thought such as prevailed along the
Mediterranean coast. Conservative in thought, the Sunni
Muslims were slow to withdraw their political allegiance from
the Sultan whom both religion and tradition had established
as their religious head.5 The Shl'a priesthood, Persian for the
most part, hated the Osmanlis both as Sunnis and as oppressors,
but possessed little community of interest with the Arabs,
although Arabs of the Shi'a sect formed a majority of the
population of 'Iraq.
The social structure, based fundamentally on the soil, and
not far removed from feudalism, was stony ground for National-
ism. Landlords sought only relief from taxation. Shaikhs
desired individual freedom for themselves and their tribes.
Merchants, principally Jews, perhaps the most progressive
single element in the land, had little deep feeling for either
1	The life of a journal during the Turkish regime was often not long, particu-
larly if in opposition to the Government.   Suppressed journals frequently
reappeared under new names.
2	From 1904 to 1914, 385 Arabic newspapers and magazines were founded in
Egypt, North and South America: Tarazi, op  cit
3	Although banned from Turkey, they were distributed through the foreign
post offices.
4	Djemal  Pasha,  in  particular,   resented the part played by the Arabic
Press   abroad:   Turkish   Red  Book,   La   Vente   sur  la   Question   Synenne^
pp  12-13.
5	Infra, p   235, for typical view on the sanctity of the Ottoman regime
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